
  



  

Crypto is reshaping the future.Crypto is reshaping the future.

Trustlessness > Trustworthiness. However,Trustlessness > Trustworthiness. However,
the ICO Crowdfunding Industrythe ICO Crowdfunding Industry
is currently drowning in scams.is currently drowning in scams.

Less than 5% of ICO projects succeed,Less than 5% of ICO projects succeed,
but over 80% of all money raised in ICOsbut over 80% of all money raised in ICOs

goes to successful projects. goes to successful projects. 

The Unsinkable ICO Standard (TUIS)The Unsinkable ICO Standard (TUIS)
provides nearly trustless tokenomicsprovides nearly trustless tokenomics

to help investors find trustworthy projects.to help investors find trustworthy projects.



  

TUIS-compliant assets are Unsinkable.
They cannot trade below ICO price.

Unsinkable assets are backed
by the crowdsourced buyback fund,

and are always redeemable for ICO price.

UNSK provides outstanding reward/risk
potential for XLM holders.

Unsinkable ICO low-price guaranteed.
Investment-back guaranteed.



  



  



  



  

UNSK Token Details
Token name: UNSK (Alphanumeric 4)
Pre-ICO dates: 6/15/18-1/1/19 or hardcap
ICO dates: 6/18/18-1/1/19 or hardcap
Max supply: 210,000,000 UNSK
ICO Token Price: .0333333 XLM (1XLM = 30.00003UNSK)
Network: Stellar Lumens (XLM)
Issuing Account: GDCEJH75OOXHUQH2IA4SYVHNEYXN2N4FTAOUKUHN7GR3M4VFKNOH7LVH
Accepted investments: XLM

"Unsinkable" money*-back and ICO low-price guarantee
Buyback Price: 99% - .03303 XLM - 1XLM = 30.2756UNSK
No pre-sale, no private sales, no minimums, no bonuses for large investors

Pre-ICO bonus: 100% - half locked until 3 months after ICO end date and 2x ICO price, half locked until 6 months after ICO 
end date with .04UNSK/XLM minimum or 4x ICO price - no buyback available - limited to 2% total tokens
Team tokens vested until 1 year after ICO with minimum .04UNSK/XLM market price for unlock
Soft Cap: $200,000
Hard Cap: 3,500,000 XLM (~$1M)
Token Distribution – max total supply – 210,000,000 UNSK - 50/50 - 105,000,000 ICO - 105,000,000 Company
48% - ICO Investors – max 100,800,000 UNSK
2% - Pre-ICO – half vested until 3 months after ICO or 2x, half vested until 6 months after ICO or 4x – max 4,200,000 UNSK
10% - Team - vested until 1 year after ICO end – max 21,000,000 UNSK
10% - Operations – max 21,000,000 UNSK
30% - Bank – unlocking quarterly – 1/3 3 months after ICO end, the second 1/3 6 months after ICO, final 1/3 9 months after 
ICO end – max 63,000,000 UNSK

 

 



  

PICOUNSK (Pre-ICO UNSK) Token Details
Token name: PICOUNSK (Alphanumeric 12)
ICO dates: 6/15/18-1/1/19 or hardcap
Max supply: 2,100,000 – 100% ICO investors
ICO Token Price: .0333333 XLM
Network: Stellar Lumens (XLM)
Issuing Account: GDCEJH75OOXHUQH2IA4SYVHNEYXN2N4FTAOUKUHN7GR3M4VFKNOH7LVH
Accepted investments: XLM
No buyback, no planned development, snapshot dates will be announced at least 1 week in advance
Hard Cap: 70,000 XLM (~$20,000)

The PICOUNSK ICO (UNSK Pre-ICO) and UNSK ICO are live now!

The anchor/issuing account is GDCEJH75OOXHUQH2IA4SYVHNEYXN2N4FTAOUKUHN7GR3M4VFKNOH7LVH
The distribution can be viewed at
https://stellar.expert/explorer/public/account/GAAEJ2EZLSOGRTRYRVMTWGDTKM6AUXJHYAUZTYJMAUDWHH3MUH5MI2VI

XLM wallets require a minimum balance of .5XLM to show up on the Stellar network.
If you need to create an XLM wallet you can generate the keypair at
https://www.stellar.org/laboratory/#account-creator?network=public
and fund the wallet with a Binance withdrawal. Most exchanges should work, they utilize the “create wallet” operation. You 
should verify with a withdrawal of 2 XLM.

Participating consists of a trust operation and manage offer operation.
Until price-lock HODL is available in the HODL Wallet, The Unsinkable Project can only generate usable funds from PICOUNSK 
investment. Let's make crypto beginner-friendly. Unsinkable.io

 https://youtu.be/Tifzrc0aKPY

https://www.unsinkable.io/
https://youtu.be/Tifzrc0aKPY
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